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1. Abstract

It is possible to observe the line-of-sight l)pojectio1 of the orbital motion ot
oiie galaxy moving around another in a close pair, aiirl also the separation pro-
jected oii the tangent plane. The uniknowiu orienitatioin of the orl)it is specified
by two angles that can be considered indepenident ranwdoim vari.ables. Since there
is a dynamical relation between mass, space s(eparation, anld orbital velocity
(assuminig circular orl)its), ancd since the distrilbtuion of spate separationis has
been determined from other data, it is possible to derive a slatistical relatioin
between the observable quantities anid the rIm'an rimal.s, A/. Ob}servations of ap-
parent. brightness can also be incltuded, leadinig to a s(cond statistical relhltion
between observables and the meani ratio of IllasS to lumllliiiositN', 1), L.

New%i, observational data are p)resente(l for 13 p.airs of galaxies, anid these arc
coombined With dat.a for 20 pair's previously reported [l] and 95 individual meas-
uirements in 44 close pairs reporte(l by HltmasIon and Mayall [8] to determine
the average mass of one galaxy, Al = (30 ± 10) X 10'0/h sunis, aindl illJ,1' . 12/h
solar units, where hi is the ratio of the Hubble constant to the value assumed here,
100 km/sec/megaparsee, andl the errors are root meani s(qiare.

W1hen the data are considered in three groups: 14 pairs of spirals anid Irr.
types, 13 pairs of elliptical and SO types, and 14 mixed systems, it is found that
the average nmass of the ellipticals and SO ty)pes is ME= (60 ± 13) X 10'°/h,
AJE/LE = (94 4 38)h, andof thespirals, 1 =, (2. + 1.3) X l010/h, 3l5'L5
0.33h, and that the data for mixed systems substantiate these figtures. A formula
is developed for the intrinsic varianice of ill iII terms of the residuals, but, a2If
proved indeterminate for thc small samples (it = 1:3, 14).

Since the results for All/L are ineonsistenit with expectations based( oii other
astrophysical data, several alternative hypotheses aic inivestigated, and it, is
found (1) that ani intergalactic medium is Inot likely to account for the dis-
crepancy, and (2) that the assumption of radial motion (rather than circular
The work reported here was started at the McDonald Observat,ory of the Uiniversity of'

'I'exas, continued at, the Yerkes Observatory of the University of Chicago wvhiile the author was
onl leave from the Operations Research Office of the Johns Ilopkins UniversitY, and was com1-
plete(d wvith support of a National Science Foundation Grant, G-1 I 1(0.
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orbits) equal to the velocity of escape decreases the mass estimates by only 50
per cent.

2. Introduction

The determination of average masses of galaxies from observations of motions
of double galaxies has been treated in two earlier papers [1], [2]. For the sta-
tistical purposes of cosmology (average density of matter in space) and of galactic
evolution (average masses of various morphological types) it offers the advantage
of larger sample size than has yet been possible in measurement of individual
masses from rotations [3]. Moreover, except for a few nearby systems it is
observationally difficult to be sure that the whole mass of a galaxy is included
in the rotation method.

Average masses of galaxies can also be determined from motions in clusters,
as originally carried out by Sinclair Smith [4], but the validity of this approach
has recently been brought into doubt by Ambartzumian [5] and the Burbidges
[6], who postulate that the clusters have positive energy in order to bring their
masses into accord with their luminosities.

In Holmberg's catalogue [7] there are 827 double and multiple systems, a
list partially complete to about 14'3 (and including some galaxies as faint as
15T7), of which 695 are simple pairs with separations, S, ranging from less than
1' (minute of arc) to 10' and more. This distribution of separations, sharply
peaked near S = 0, is in marked contrast to the expected distribution of 21,000
to 150,000 galaxies of the same brightness (14'3 to 15'7) distributed at random
over the sky; in fact, as Holmberg has shown, less than 13 per cent of the double
galaxies should be optical pairs (one far behind the other). If the known clusters
are avoided, as is the case here, the proportion of optical pairs will be a good
deal smaller.
Holmberg has also shown [2] that the distribution of

(1) S cos

rh X 10-4
60V cos

is consistent with a distribution of space separations r,

(2) pr(r) = K[1 _ ( r )], 0.03rm < r < rm,

where K = a proportionality constant, r = separation in astronomical units (a.u.),
rm = maximum separation = (47.5/h) X 109 a.u., Dp = distance of the pair
in parsecs, 4 = inclination of r to the tangent plane, V = common radial ve-
locity in km/sec, and
(3) V = h X 10-4Dp (Hubble's law),
where
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(4) h X 104 = H = Hubble's constant in km/sec/parsec.
Since there is some uncertainty as to the value of Hubble's constant, h will be
carried through this analysis to facilitate correction of the results. According to
recent unpublished results h is likely to be near 1.

It is unlikely that the double galaxies are in close proximity by chance; that
is, that they are in hyperbolic orbits or chance collisions. Correcting Holmberg's
estimate [7] for changes in the distance scale, the number of close approaches
to distance rm or less per unit time and volume is

dm 2-
(5) dt 7rrmlr V.

Using no = 3.7h3galaxies/1020 psc3now, at t = to,v = 200 km/sec = 2.11 X 10-4
psc/yr random velocity, rm = (47.5/h) X 109 a.u. = (2.3/h) X 105 psc, n(t) =
no(to/t)3, to = (0.98/h) X 10"' yr, the present age of the universe, and the average
time for a galaxy to traverse a sphere of radius rm,

7rrm, 1.44(6) At.2t h X 109yr,

the total number of chance collisions in process is approximately
(7) (41DJ,dm = r2\/2 rmno J t (t) d

3 5-At3 r n D3to[( At) -

= 90 (independent of h),
where Dm is the average distance of a 14T3 galaxy, about (5.1/h) X 107 psc, using
Sandage's values [7] for field galaxies,
(8) log,o cz E logio V = logio HDm = 0.2m + 0.85 i 0.03.

Note that D.3 also enters no, since

(9) N(n)
3 mD

where the number of field galaxies brighter than magnitude m is

(10) N(m) = 0.6m - 4.26,

accordiing to Minkowski [9] and no is calculated from equations (5), (8), (9),
and (10). Also, from equations (1) and (8), the maximum separation of physical
doubles of magnitude m is given by log,o Sm = 4.05 - m/5, corresponding to
15.5 at m = 14.3, somewhat larger than in Holmberg's catalogue [7].
This calculation simply confirms the fact that, in a uniform random distribu-

tion of galaxies in space, chance hyperbolic passages within rm of each other would
only account for about ten per cent of the observed number of double galaxies.
Since we avoid the major clusters where no is larger than average, it can be
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assumed that inaretioving' ii. losed orbits.

(See; howevex.6 tiQAR8,hlWo,)

3. The circular-orbit model

;-hcjBV,uMT1ties ianolyesA Ain lg p4it [ g er y~Fft?,pY4 onE a,g ids

galaxies in solar masses (l.9& XI gI24 rTrl Us,¢vctO + jp astqp9w:g
units (1 a.u. = 1.5 X 1013 cm), Dp = distance in parsecs, S = angular separation
in minutes of arc, v = orbital velo6ityl:im a.u./yr (4.74 km/sec), 4 = angle be-
tween r and tangential plane (O to 'r/2), itt' = angle (not shown) between v and
plaAee:bfJi M2-0 tr&!-O

Th&' pi6ctbn'ofbA r tAi the ttigeiitiA plbneAii
!'!. " :' -'1\," ". "! i.;f 2;. teJ '." . J': i tfX'i

(11) a,=r'1o'

which is also related to observable quantities; using the fact that 1 a.u. subtends
an angle of 1" at distance 1. pagc,t i

(:)~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

0~~~~~~~~~6 V

( 12) ":;; fawj tp 60 SD0 !;O1tlTjM ^3!1': <

p AV

! 2f ;- f l; ~~~~~M, ;ii P:i lCM;A2
FIGURE 1

Circular-orbit model.
The galaxies M1 and M2, separated by -istnniiail uts,is/
are seen from 0 at distance D,, parsecs. The orbital velocity,

v, is perpendicular to r, buitf-n necessarily in the plane OMIAM2.

using equation (4) with V = (V1 + V2)/2.
For the followingEnalysistileelassurhptibnsaxrb;rmade. I
(a) the relative orbit is circiuar,
(b) the galaxies are considered as point masses (no tidal effects),
(c) the dn9it 6d iifei4laJtk iatitetial, p O0.
Fropi (a) iV foflow& th<i?t isi perpendiciilhr to r,- arid its component in the line

0{ Si g i¢s ''1 '' ': '; '' ;* ci~~~~~~~~~~~474 o
(1,3) . ..iY°V2 ',,V. CO74coscos*,

Where La.u./yr * 4.74 ki/see
From Ne*toniaiimechanics for point'masses in ireular orbits, with distances

Pnieasured in- a;.u., timeiin iyeams, And mass !in- solar mas6esj1



(14) v -NM.(Ml + M2) Arml
r r

Some of the systems considered,l4elow c+'usist ,of widely separated, tight groupps
of galaxies; N is the total number of su"ch galaxies, and M is the average mass.

Substituting equations (11), (12), and (13) in (14),

(15) (co's3V248)W = 675 (4\COS~~~J~/ (4.487r)O AT"

The observable quantities on the right ase subject to observational errors, Os,
Ov, cav. In the mean, the observed (AV)2 is biased by the variance in AV; hence
eacth'&bservred\(A'V)2 i8 educed by 'ogV4.ti b~t'6eaiilytquai to the-truo value
(AVO)2. If there were no selection effects, and if 4 and 4, are independent 1of
M Y,l A N, e :%;qu1dbe aye gee9,ypr n y§emsf 4a,qies,
as iu a vprevious stkury 13, tQ obtin an average M. Ror ren@i qrient4ops,
the mean of cos3 4 cos2 , is 37r/32 = 0.2945.
In actual fact,-iie'pairsapd g~phps of gla,igs to which tWsanalysis wil\;be

applied are selected With respect toXS, and the effect of such seI ction depends on
the distribution of r, equation (2). As Holmberg has shown [2l Xthis distribution
of r leads to a regression of`(A Vo)2 on:V'frdiW which 'M can he determined.t--
The joint probability distribution,

(16) '; '" = fipPON)
on the reasonable assumption that the, Qrientation angles O and ,6are independent
tf eaoh-other& &nd of, r,'and Mv and &p the more doubtful assumption that ll
IS independent of r. The probability densities are

(17) po = cos , P4= 2' i'

where 0 _ O _ 7r/2, and 0 _ 4' _ 2ir. Note that AV is always reckoned positive.
'Thel VMAabk,'; is fs'fnsfoi~Id- t'6 6 by eul ii ()'1 th Jacbbian
l/c`s 0, aYWd flie-cbfftldK6Dl -distibt1t1i6fi ;

a
' I

(18) 11'44a - 2,r ./2' ( a dO

from which is obtainvd the, epcctNed value of
NM(19) ,(A.VO)2= (9.487r)2 cos3, cos2 6
a

given a and M:

(20) E'tf{(AVo)1J&1 M} 1'(9L487r)2 ioa)d

= Ai(a)M,
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where cos2 ' d4 = 7r and

(21) Ik(a) =
C

pr( CS3)os d4).

Likewise,

(22) E{(AVo)4la, M} = (9.487r)4 a- COS|4d 27rIo(a)
= Bi(a)M2,

an expression that is useful in computing variances. Note that f|2T cos4 4d =

37r/4.
Using Holmberg's distribution pr(r), equation (2), the integrals must be

limited to a range 0 _ 4<_a = cos-1 a/rm since pr is zero for r > rm. Then

(23) I (a) a -I sin a cos a - cos3 a log 1 + sin a
K 2 2 cos a

(24) I (a) = - CoS2 a sin a + 2 sin a - a cos3 a,K 33

(25) ) = cos5a sin + cos a sin a + 15 cos a sin a
K 6 24n+ 48aia+c5a1l

+ a -cos3 a [cos2 a sin a + sin a

where
a(26) cos a =--
rm

The measured quantity AV is assumed to be a normal random variable with
mean AV0 and variance a4 = cry/WA, where WA is a weighting factor, and aa is
the standard deviation of unit weight. Hence

2

(27) E{(AV)21a} = E{(AVo) la} + -A
WVA

or
2

(28) E{(AV)2a} -_A = E {E[(AV0)2ja, M]}

= E{M} (9.48 r)2 2 aI, (a)

from equation (20).
A plot of 11(a)/aIo(a) confirms the fact, noted by Holmberg, that it can be

approximated by
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(29) II(a) _ 0.4 + 0.6
aIo(a) a rm

over the interval 0.03 _ a/rm <_ 1, and the accuracy of fit is shown by the
following values (see also figure 6).

cos a--a/rm = 0.05 0.10 0.25 0.50 0.75
I(a)/Io(a) = 0.4456 0.4686 0.5462 0.6939 0.8474

0.4 + 0.6a/rm = 0.43 0.46 0.55 0.70 0.85
Equation (28) is a regression of the form

(30) Yi = MIAi(a)
with the observable quantities

2

(31) Y,= (AV)2 -w,WA

(32) As(a) = (9.48 r)2N I,(a)

*(9.487r)2 N2i (0.4 + 0.6)
= 5.92 X 10-8h N' (14 + 0.19)

substituting equation (12) and rm from equation (2). The weights for the ob-
servation equations (30) must be inversely proportional to the variance in Y
which is, to a first approximation,

(33) ayla = 4(A WA
2

= 4Ai(a)M '-

It is to be noted that the observational errors in a, that is, in S and V, are
negligible compared to those in AV. The angular separation S is measured to
i0'1 (minute of arc), and S ranges from 0'7 to 40'; hence os/S is of the order
0.1 or less, and av/V is of the same order. However, it will be shown below that
aA = 90 km/sec, WA ranges from 0.1 to 20, and AV from 1 to 600 km/sec. Hence
(T/Y2 is much larger than V//52+ a2/V2 and the latter can be neglected.

Because the dynamics of the multiple systems are less precisely represented by
equation (14) than the pure pairs, the weights w2 = A were modified by the
factor 1/Ni,

(34) i NiA i(a)
and the least squares solution of equation (30) is
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(35) Yi/= E?iZ1Aj)-, xA;

3.38 X 107 E A (A TV,,l]N,

YE ISV + 0.19]
It is to be rioted that, since 0.19 is generally small compared to 104/SV in

equation (35), this solution is nearly the same as the average of equation (15)
used in a previous study [1], with cos30cos2 4. = 0.20 and weights w7= WI/SV.
Hence the results of this maore refined analysis are not expected to differ sig-
nificantly from the earlier results, except for the modified value of h, now believed
to be 0.75 to 1.0 (correspon-ding to the constant 75 to 100 km/sec/megaparsec
in the Ilubble law). However, it is now possible to determine the root mean
s(luare error in MJ from the least square residuals,

(36) 2 (n - 1 ) wiAi12

1 ii -)1

The regression is plotted and the values of 31 and( a-,j are computed in section
7 below.
The uncertainty in ill represented by a2, can l)e ascribed to three causes:

(a) the observational errors, represented almost entirely by u., equation (33);
(b) the random distributioni of 0 and A, averaged out in the integrals of equation
(20); and (c) the inherent variability of Al, represented here by oll. With the
kind help of Professor J. Neyman at the Fourth Berkeley Symposium, a formula
was derived for aolr, starting with equation (22) in which the expected value of
M2 is replaced by (T7)2 + ao-.'. Usinig the expected value of the measured (AV)',

(37) Ef{(AV)4a, 31, E1 {(AlV)4} + 6E{(MI()2}V,,) ±T V2

and of the measured (AV)2 from e(quation (27),

(38) a = Ra, + (B1i A)(37)2 + 41;iaA + 2oA
'e ed oh fa q e n w i

TIhe expected value of the suim of least squares can he wr-itteni in the formn
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n n

(39) ESo} = w -(o A"wi^

nn 2 a2 2A2t

i 20Eww s \A'2eiw

intheappendx.

Substituting equation (38) in (t9), replacing(h)e with Ety L als and
2 tf h .nver . ,a , i ii i eb* tc dsolving for aresultsto a coiedxtxh e sLon voilvlng terms contammg oA,

(M)2, MaA, and 01, together witXhl, yFrious sums, of combinations of wi, Ai, and
Bi.heppliatin ofthi fomu'la- -w-il be d~ihssed in section 7; it is display6d

Bi h appIicatio qttinofhi for h by di~ts~l~4itwtiiq~ V1gl~y

in the appendix. >''-

4.f ean ro o- mass oluminyoLbseotym
Another observable quantity is the apparent magnitude of each galaxy, defined

as m' t2.5rloghtn,wsterel' psun, aiparentbrightness. Knowing the distance,
Dp, from equation (3), ithe intrinsic brightAe4s or luminosity L, also in solar
.iit,,ca.be,deterxpinpd froTn thq invere ,sqparejlw, 4pd !4ice iscre$

with L for stars, it is to be expected that MIL will show less variAliility t4,i 4U.
*.I,Crsegin,.trah,;stin, f,ligt !ySVtr,tll,4uist, vit*n4qmao,v;.lpixy,

the apparent magnitude that would be observed at distancemg,.nfxot ;ah.gal,ny
of luminosity L becomes ,

(40) m = m' -U;025, csc b = 2.5 logio 1,

wThere b =galactic latituide and:

(41); i -X )

where 1, is the brightiiess of the sun at-distance d.. If the sun were at a distance
of 10 p£,C it would Lave a irragnitude of 5.26 (its "absolute magrit4de"');6hec&e
-2.5 log1oi1 = 5.26 for 6,- 10, and ',

'I-~ ~
0

(42) lJk-(ilo)lJ 0(AJ 6m

_ _ 1Ao~.4(2 .26 7 m)

i()io42FN0.426-6mrn)neuain 3)
Introducing the factor (1/YNL)(V/h)2EN10O4(2O2Om) - 1 in equation (30)

where _NL is the sum of luminosities of N galaxieM in on& r;tei 'iithat
NM/1f/YN r. Ma/4
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NiM "1Ai Ni(43) Yi 100.4(20.26-m;)
ELi h2Ni

296 L)(10-4 -i + 0.19X 10-8 i) E 100.4(20.26 -mi),

where Holmberg's approximation of Ai, equation (32), has been substituted.
Equation (43) is a regression of the form

(44) Yi = (M7L)Ci(V, S)
and the least squares solution, with weights ws is

n

(45) M y-2wic1Y,.
EWtIC2t

The observational errors in m range from 01 to om5. Ignoring the small term
0.19 X 10-81V2, the variance in C due to errors in the measured quantities
V, S, and m is

2
=

2 \2021(46) C2 V + s + (0.92SI 092u

Since (0.92)2 m is of the same order as 4/V2, the variance in C is negligible
compared with Y.
However, because the luminosities vary widely, the weights used do not con-

tain the factor 1/Ne,

(47) WI~~~ WA
(47) - Ci(V, S)
so that

n

(48) MIL n
W

and, as before,

(49) o.2 = )...IAC _ (M/L)2
(n -1) W C. n-

The factor 1/h in Cj(V, S) means that, as expected, the estimates of M/L and
O.M/L are proportional to h. Both quantities are computed in section 7.

5. The observational data

In a previous study [1] measurements of V, AV, and S were reported for 20
pairs of galaxies, 15 of them in multiple systems. Since then, Humason, Mayall,
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and Bandage[8] have reported 806 iridividual velocitiei of galaxies, and Page
has measured 15 mote pairs, as indicated in table I. It is to be noted that AV
is- measured directly,, in Page's.35 pairs by obtaining spectrograms (with the
B-Spectrograph 6n the 82-inch telescope of the McDonald' Observatory) showing
spectra of both galaxies in a pair, side by side. In orderfor this to be possible,
the separation S must be less than 4'8; that is, the 35 pairs were selected for

-2S @ /128

4Q 77704 00 7

1.5 :fr-----X~1 3793-
37136 '-;14535.6

74.4

10'5

/ 1451

1441- ---v---A-.4-X^ -w - 4

2'.8

FIGURE 2

Relative projected positions of galaxies in-multiple ytems.
Each circled x represents the approximate position bf a

galaxy with a measured radial velocity. Uncircled crosses
.repre8ent galaxies.for which the velocity haa not,been.measured.
Vach.multiple sys$em:s c6hnedtedly Ushil liOes (th4esystems
are separated by large dstances in the sky). As expraiaed in

the text, the systems NGC 125, 126, 127, 128, 130, and NGC 558,
were droppd,, NGC 1453 is cosside.red a satellite of

e t 144 , i, k41, tti .ystfn mass 5M.
;TheKaiirNG,C37770, 777ri's ere'ate'6dalf hibfMM system of total
mass 2M, and NGC 7769 is treated as a satellite of NGC 7770, 7771

with total system mass 3M.
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S < 4'8 and magnitude brighter than abDut W4m3, although they are a very small
sample of all d 1,?le,s1that swtpsfy hfese. ceriFa. MX9st, of them were drawn from
Holmberg's catalogue [7], in which a further criterion is applied: S , 2(A1 + A2),
where A1 and A2 are the.largest dimensions of the two member galiaxies.

Pairs were initially;locate4in the. TH.nnason and Mayall lists [8] simply by
identi,41ig1 ll pairs fr,ol Holmberg'; 4t,alogue and ;adding further pairs with
sma,ll SIn this manner 97 multiple systems were found with two or more meas-
ured radial Lvelocities (including those measured by Page), 61 9fAtbe lie41n
Holmb]r4&1,citalogue. Hlowever, many of these systems were f
th,e.:'z g type" as .-defined by Abartzumian [5], to which thWVy~4mial
formula, equation (14), does not apply.
The -o6inib-n of each galaxy in the nsystems was plotted in Q

figure ),',;toge(her with atl, NGC objects within 3S. Then, all obvicdtezi4 -
type sty0i,; were elimioted from the list. Pairs of groups werefitMa ifp(A)
the individual separations from the center of eachgroupvwe,AiJha S/,,
wh're, S'rfers to the separation between the centers of g0iAtpsX,Ad if`(tr4l
velqciti iW'e,, available,for 2/3 of the, ,members of each gro,*2 i jtpeefre
left 66 sytefn,s.: the 42 pure pairs listed in table III, where the neatest ier,hboring
NGC galaxy.is much more than 3S distant, and the 24 pairsoi gro,upi p4rs
within.,r.o4npq satisfying criteria (a) and (b) above listed in tablq J. 'Ite
systen*lng, ated are listed in table 11.

This, Tounh screening does not guarantee that the space separaAli"nstil y
criterion',(4 and since there may be ckubts about the applicability, a ¢cfi#at,in
(14) to`*i4i'le groups,,they have bee kept sepaqt,, i tlp,an}yits;of t in
7 beloi'.

6. Ql*nrvational errors

In oder to apply equations (35), (36), (47), and (48) it is necessary tp ea
the ie.an square errors,in the observed values of AV, V, and S. It isclrtljt
the* 'ors, or the ass ciated weights, vary widely, due to differences ixihd
of m,e4urement, in spebtrographic dispersion, in photographic emulsion,,aniln
thte-inherent character , the lines in spectra of galaxies. 2 R -
T'Ilspectrograms oljt",ined by Page [1] were all made with the s#e,p6tb-

gra,,1i," the same disP,rsion, and on the same type of photogrtahae ulsion
(Eastman red-sensitive 193aF, Aglm). M9Te9yer, they all show two spectra;the
slit of the spectrograph was oriented to bisect the two members of a pair-7and
AV, Could be measured' directly, in most cases, by repeated settings $f i cros
hair,carried in a microseope on an accurate measuring engine) on the gme Ine
in rst one and then the other spectrum. Suitable precautions^4to
line 'up the cross hair with the image of the slit, and to correct fqupire'of
this§i-iage. Ideally, this method of measurement saves a factor, fturn .
The identifiable lines in spectra of galaxies at dispersion 300 torA -,iO e

few; most of Page's measures refer to Ha 6563, and N II 6584 emission lines,
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TABLE II

CLOSE MULTIPLE GALAXIES NOT SUITABLE FOR ANALYSIS
Parentheses set off groups; galaxies with measured velocities are in boldface type.

Approximate Separations
Reason

NGC or Holmberg Number Maximum Minimum for Rejection

(80,81), 83 5' 3' No V, NGC 81
125, 126, (127, 128, 130) 6 1 Trapezium
495, 496, 498, 499, 501 7 4 Trapezium
558, 560, 564 6 4 Trapezium
(584, 586), 596 40 8 No V, NGC 586
(733, 736, 738, 739, 740), 30 2 Only 1 V in first

(750, 751) group
1396,1399,1404,1408 11 8 Trapezium
1400,1402,1407 12 10 Trapezium
2911, 2912, 2914 5 2 No V, NGC 2912
3613, 3619, 3625 28 15 Trapezium
3681,3684,3686,3691 13 12 Trapezium
6027 a, b, c, d, e 0.5 0.2 Trapezium
(6959, 6961, 6962, 6964, 6967), 6963 10 2 Trapezium
7006, 3 companions, a, b, c 16 7 Trapezium
7240,7242a, 7242b 4 0.5 No V, NGC 7242b
7383-7390, 7385, 7386 5 2 Trapezium
(7611, 7617, 7619, 7626), 11 3 No V, NGC 7615,

(7615, 7621, 7623) 7621
Ho 6 a, b, c, d, e, f, g 3 1 Trapezium
Ho123a,b,c 2 0.5 No V forc
Ho 124 a, b, c, d 4 2 Trapezium
Ho 130 a, b, c, d 2 1 Trapezium
Ho 172 a, b, c 3 3 Trapezium
Ho 173 a, b, NGC 3165 8 5 Trapezium
Ho 212 a, b, c 10 8 Trapezium
Ho 308 a, b, c, d 3 3 Trapezium
Ho 368 a, b, c, d, e, f 18 4 Trapezium
Ho 413 a, b, c, d 12 5 Trapezium
Ho 694 a, b, NGC 5839, 5845, 5850 10 8 Trapezium
Ho 719 a, b, c 16 14 Trapezium
Ho 792 a, b, c, d 3 2 Trapezium
Ho 795 a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j 12 3 Trapezium

(Pairs with small projected separations, a = 60SV/h X 10-4)
Ho 17 a, b 24.0 ah = 3200 psc
Ho 17 a, c 36.0 4800 pse
Ho 105 a, b 0.4 3700 psc
Ho 215 a, b 1.3 6100 psc
Ho 240 a, c 2.9 6100 psc
Ho 270 a, b 1.3 2800 psc
Ho 409 a, b 4.4 4400 psc
Ho 486 a, b 0.7 1700 pse
Ho 694 a, b 0.7 4200 psc
Ho 710 a, b 0.5 4000 psC
Ho 714 a, b 0.8 5050 psC
NGC 750, 751 0.4 6100 psC
NGC 4038, 4039 1.2 5000 psc
NGC 5544, 5545 0.6 5400 psC

(Systems with AV poorly determined)
Ho 272 a, b 1.5 WA =0.5
Ho 369 ab-c 18.0 0.28
Ho 397 a, b 7.5 0.29
Ho 411 a, b 3.7 0.10
Ho 422 a, b 4.2 0.07
NGC 1316,1317 7.3 0.43
NGC 1600,1601 1.5 0.34
NGC 5857, 5859 2.0 0.15
NGC 5898, 5903 7.3 0.11
NGC 6927-Anon 2.1 0.11
NGC 6962, 6954 2.3 0.43
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TABLE III

DATA FOR 42 PuiRE PAIRS (N = 2)

Magnitudes and types are from Holmberg [11] or Mayall and Sandage [8] except
for those in parentheses, which are from Holmberg [7]. Letter designations

(F = faint, etc.) are from the "New general catalogue" [12].
tToo small projected separation for final analysis.

Holm- V AV
NGC berg Mag. Type S (km/sec) (km/sec) WQ Obs.

2535 94a 13.2 (Sbc) 1'75 3983 1 3.44 P
2536 b (14.3) (EO)
2672 99a 13.2 El 0.6 3885 431 0.47 H
2673 b 14.4 EO
2719 105a (14.0) (Sab) 0.4t 3143 137 2.66 P
Anon b (14.5) (ESO)
3190 175a 12.0 Sa 6.0 1250 52 1.10 H
3193 b 11.9 E2
3227 187a 11.3 Sb 2.3 1110 217 10.75 H
3226 b 12.6 El
3395 215a (12.1) Sc 1.3t 1599 7 5.23 P
3396 b (13.1) Irr 1660 108 0.92 M
3455 221a (12.6) (E) 3.8 1034 54 2.17 P
3454 b (13.4) (ESO)
Anon 231a (13.8) (E) 0.8 6086 318 1.27 P
Anon b (14.1) (Sbc)
3769 270a (12.3) SBc 1.3t 750 28 2.24 P
Anon b (14.1) Sa
3998 310a (11.8) (SO) 3.0 990 339 2.12 M
3990 b (13.3) (SO)
4382 397a 10.1 SO 7.5 720 1 0.29 H
4394 b 11.8 SBb
4438 409a 10.9 Sap 4.4t 346 901 0.43 H
4435 b 11.9 SBO
4461 411a 12.0 SO 3.7 1061 1504 0.10 H
4458 b (12.5) EO (Optical?)
4490 414a 10.1 Sc 3.5 695 155 1.17 P
4485 b 12.2 Sc
4550 422a 12.6 E7 4.2 594 628 0.07 H
4551 b (12.8) E4
4568 427a 11.7 Sc 1.3 2000 18 3.28 P
4567 b 12.0 Sc 2270 129 0.80 M
4649 448a 9.9 E2 2.8 901 112 0.68 P
4647 b 12.1 Sc 1277 204 0.74 M
4762 478a 11.0 Sa 10.9 1101 593 0.83 H
4754 b 11.6 SBO
4782 485a (12.8) EO 0.7 4194 628 1.00 P
4783 b (13.2) EO
4809 486a (13.1) Irr 0.7t 824 57 1.17 P
4810 b (13.2) Irr
5194 526a 8.9 Sc 4.4 574 90 1.00 P
5195 b 10.5 Irr 598 104 2.76 H
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TABLE. IM1 0Golitiniued)

Holm- iV -

A
NGC ~ ~ Mg t.'y~ (m0~~Jn~) Ohs.

5257 532h. (1t29) "(1) 1'4 6645.,, .i 1.03 P
5258 b ,(1'
Anon 541a (13.6) ? 1 5 4750 464 1.21 P
Anon b (14.0) (ESO)
W~7 :,573a,. 12.0 Sb 2.6 ~1
5426 b _ 27 bc 21 *9 %9 P
&480 588a (12.1) (E) _3.1 2010 305 0.54 P
5481 b (13.2) ~(E) -'-
_~506 -604a (13.3) ,~SO) 3.9 '98 '311 1.19 V
5507 b (13.9) EK
,5576 ~ 632a 12.0 E4 2.8 -1601 ~'15 0.54 '4
5574 b 13.4 ''SBO 4

b
~775 ,~685a 12.2 :,..Sb 4.5 -1'5.55 ~'40 1.15 '4
5774 b -'12.7 -SC "iQ
A5930 7-1,7a (13.6) (E2) 0.5 12782 '175 '2.61 P
5929 b (14.1) (EG0)
4,954 714a (13.1) (Sc) ¶1.8t '2166 30 3.76 7
p$953 ~ .(13.2)
108*27a 7 13 Sbc) 2.0 416 71 2.45 '

Anon b (14.1) ."(ESO)
,7714 - 810a (13.4) Ppec 2.0 i.2982 38 1.10 M
7715 'b (14.3) -SBc
4888 9-,(p) .S 9 2935 0 1.19 '
1889 14.4 EO '~
2?693 - 33~,E2 0.9 5082 167 0.83 '4
2694 15.5 EO
3799 ,- (cF) SBa 1.4 -3386 17 2.95 ~~
3800 (F) -Sb
iJ038 18. 'Sc I 2t 143 44 4.89 "P
4039 ~S '7'1460 13 '0.83 H
4105 12.0 E2 1.3 .1805 283 1.34 H
4106 ,12~4 SBO ~
-5278 - - (pT') ~(Sb) :1.3 ~7687 - 43 1.24 - P
5279 (F) (Sb)

-5544:(F) ,1(E) Q.6t 305 '10 0.05 I
5545 "(E)
45857 ~ ~ 13.9 Sb ?.0 ~4719 48 0.15 4

§898 - 12.6 ''EO 7.3 `2385 " 308 0.11 '

iQ658~~~~ 14.1 so0 95 4557 -100 1.34 11
6661 13.2 so

wit4i a ga~in in accuracy (diqjo the D9ppperN'̀tor ADA and' to the inc-"'sing
dispersion n the red)over OiI 3727 gmission!"'d tl 41 and kAbsorptioqines

in,~he blfitO-HoweVr, seveA-6f Page's.85 spectlra show-ed only aDborpto~ ns,
whilch can"ifot be

t
{{Oasure&ds, accurately as`'Anissicn'1ines. Iii additioffi, Aome

galaxies have diffuse lines, or tilted lines. Therefore, weights Wjk, were assigned
to each measurement as described previously [1] and the weighted mean was
recorded for each spectrogram, together with the summed "lines weight," which
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*1;!;;!) T 1ABUE IV;ij} ,f ;/

PAti DA1A ?-i 24M;M*L'In -

Magnitudes and types are from [11] or Mayall an4SfiicAige 181 except'for'
;','-' !i. th§Aose inIp,arentjwees1 whivkh;arwfDom,Hohberg.4j7:.1 ,, -. /,'

Velocity for object NGC 224 is taken to be 1g4 X distance in parsecs.
'The objects NG '224, 3607,'5846,' .n4 7M0 hav*t6od ki$'ptaj0etted' afatlohdi nl aiialysis.

1 ,-!o:r ,, ,, . ! VX.I' fZj, j.'.i'- s.......... !,,*,;rsl; ,x,l.........,

'berg Mag. Type N i iA'/ec ' i'/;c) iA C).

224 17a 4.33 Sb 3 24i0 46 52 20.70 H
221 b 9.06 E2 -
224 17a 4.33 Sb 3 36.0 46 27 18.20
205 c 8.89 SBO
Anon 143a (13.7) E 22 1.6 5902 67 2.69 P

b (13.9) E
3607 240a 11.0 SO 2 2.9 729 258 1.15 H
13606 . )'r 14.04, .iI,
3605, 7 240ac - SO, E4 3 7.3 923 388 1.4
3608 b 12.1 El
3627 246a 9.5 Sb 2 20.7 610 45 1.34 H
3623 b 9.9 Sa '
3623, 7 246ab - Sa, Sb '- 34.4 669 118 1.40 H
3628 c 10.23 Sb-
3788 272a 12.6 S 2 1.5 2540 415 0.54 P
3786, b 13.2 S
/39953' 3 a- '(13.8), i-Sb - p22.0' - 236 , 218. 2 P
3994 b (13.7) E
3995 309a (13.3) Sb 3 4.1 3354 91 1.26 P
3991 c (14.1) S it I
4278 369a 11.2 El 2 3.7 918 450 1.08 P
4283 b 13.3, *839 447 1.15 H
4278, 83 369ab -' E, El' 3 8.6 81 0.28 H
4274 c 10.8 Sa
5846 694a 11.2 EO 2 0.7 2037 510 1.64 H
Anon b 14.1 E2 2060 547 1.13 M
7771 820a 13.1 SBb 2 1.0 4523 62 0.74 M
7770 b 14.5 Sb
7770, 71 820ab - SBb, Sb '3 5.5 4544 42' 0.96 M
7769 c '12.5 Sc -
750 - 13.7 EO ; 2 0.4 5293! 4 : 1.29 H
751 -, :41 EQ.73 12 5 H
1316 --10.0 Irr 2 7.3 1820 iI5J̀ 43 H
1317 "')2.1 S I

*13.9 -
1441, 49, - 14.6 Sa, So- 5 10.5 3960 203 1.43 H

51 14.5 E3
1453 12.9 l

i, ,;d ? ;, ;1 f i 2.2 t :oj ! ! 2,-!8 1 ,'3 >l .X. 16tV 9,34,-.!:;Jl
1601 15.1 So
2562 - 14.0 Sa 2 4.71 45 '!88 '11.34 fH?
2563 13.7 SO
6927 - 15.6 So 2 .2.1 4588 142 0.11 H
Anon E7-
6927, 28, - (15.6
Anon j13.8 SO, E7 A4 5.2 4571 304 0.92 H

6930 14.0 Sa, Sb
gg jj''i'''''''t' {,.14''t(,? !| l , *2, 2.3 4212 351 0.43 "I

%j,jl P, 1QO,5 .13621 &1H 0-a I

'-iV|;.l . ;.J't' il :4N! r ,i

le4rpx" 9w}4jq flv6>- peFyiotvisn|1~e~, ef m,e as.ure ntFxp".r l**4stoCC" ? fe, ,. ;;,!, ..,i . ; 'i,;9
-;' ;, -,p i*r- Ofv 'i !t[>i-4Wil atfji ;f: .
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- (49 km/sec)2 for AV, and (76 km/sec)2 for V, and the subscripts refer to the
kth line on the jth spectrogram of. the ith pair of galaxies, in a total of m lines
measured on n spectrograms.
Where two or more spectrograms are obtained of the same pair of galaxies,

the deviations are found to be larger than expected from the weights EWijk and
am as determined by equation (49); that is, there is an additional variance
between spectrograms, o2p, as noted earlier by Mayall and Aller [3]. The combina-
tion of measurements from different spectrograms requires the weights

2~, + Tr2(51) w +2
"am +a

which must be found by trial and error. The deviations of plate means from the
final mean aij determine ap,

E_ EW2 5ij
2 +0W2(52) + ar

n N

for n spectrograms of N pairs of galaxies. The results are shown in table V.

TABLE V

INTERNAL ERRORS IN PAGE'S MEASURES

AV V

No. of lines measured, m 335 152
No. of spectrograms, n 57 51
No. of pairs of galaxies, N 17 17
Measurement error, am 47 km/sec 76 km/sec
Plate error, a,, 75 km/sec 71 km/sec
Standard deviation, a 90 km/sec 104 km/sec

Relative to the standard deviation a the weight of a determination of AV
or V for the ith pair of galaxies is

(53) Wi a2

E Wijk + a2
k

The quantity determined by equation (53) applied to Page's measurements of
AV is designated WA; this and other weights used in reference to AV are all based
on the standard deviation aA = 90 km/sec. The next problem is to obtain these
weights for Humason's and Mayall's data.
Humason [8] gives "estimated errors" for his measures on individual galaxies

that vary from 410 to 4300 km/sec and mentions that his probable measure-
ment error is 411 km/sec and his probable plate error, -t24 km/sec. His
individual measurements were not available, but 114 velocities measured by
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both Humason and Mayall can be used to check the accuracy of Humason's
estimated errors.
Through the kindness of Dr. Mayall, all of his individual measurements in [8]

were made available for this study and I am indebted to Mr. A. Kruszewski for
the following analysis. From internal differences, the best estimate of 0m in
Mayall's measures (that is, the r.m.s. error of a single line measurement of
unit weight) based on 1377 individual line measurements, was found, as ex-
pected, to vary with slit width and emulsion, between -83 km/sec with 4-
second-of-arc slit width on Eastman IIaO emulsion to ±t154 km/sec on Eastman
103aO emulsion with 8" slit width. Using the former a2 = 6946 as standard,
relative weights w8 for all the combinations of emulsion and slit widths used by
Mayall are given in table VI.

TABLE VI

RELATIVE WEIGHTING FACTORS, W., FOR MAYALL'S VELOCITY MEASURES

Slit Width

Emulsion 4" 5" 6" 7" 8" 10"

IlaO 1.00 0.65 0.46 - - -

I E S 0.56 - 0.47 0.43 0.39 0.32
I 1200 - - 0.43 0.41 0.39 -
103aO - 0.39 0.38 - 0.35
Agfa - - 0.52 - 0.47
Ilford - - 0.43 - -

laO - 0.33 -

Using these weights for means of Mayall's measures on each plate, Kruszewski
determined a4 = 2154, oa, = 446 km/sec, from 134 spectra of 59 different
objects, a result that showed no significant dependence on the emulsion used.
The root mean square error of Mayall's unit weight oM (one spectfum, IIaO
emulsion, 4" slit and "lines weight" 1.0) is then given by
(54) 4l= + 4 = 9100(km/sec)9
and the weight of a velocity determination is

cr2. +4a(55) W1"1 22 ImSW"W + ap

where w, is the weighting factor for slit width and emulsion given in table VI,
w, is the summed lines weight in Mayall's table'V [8] for the jth spectrum, and
the sum is taken over all the measured spectra of one object.

In the case of Humason's measures, it was assumed that his "estimated errors"
e in table I [8] are relatively correct. The differences, Mayall minus Humason
in table VII [8] were analyzed, weighting Mayall's measures by WM and
Humason's by (100/e)2 = WH. These differences show that / = 1.33
±40(r.m.s.), where aH is the r.m.s. error of an observation for which e = ±100
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km/see.,: Equation (54) then gives a- 110; that is, Humnasoxu's'"estinated
errors" are close to his actual r.m.s. errors as determined by the overap between
his and Mayall's8eaeaures, i

* Finn-tly,- cheok/ron the eirrox ddemnt n , the variance of 17 differences
ii naeaaured ,velocities, MayallP?age! .n&I umasQnrPage,.(1istzd in- table VII)

,.: i .; .; .,TA;PLE;: I X,' . -;. ;

COMPA.ION Wk*' OT191FtR MiAURE.ENTS
N`ie caicula'ted` weight-for. AC'ayaPs &vatidns is acL' ' 95 km/se7f6F,iP= Humnabin observati6ons, hiskiMstirnated erro"'1i8 listed.

The ohjepts,NGW W395j .3396, 41438,iand,4039 were dropped
from final analysis due to small separatin.

The data for NGC 4485 are cited in table 2 of [1].

Weight Page P-O
Obt` or o'f RRed-' Red- Page Page Differ-

NGC server Error Plates shift shift Weight Plates ence

2535 H 75 1 4243 4073 3.4 3 -170
3395 M 1.9 1 1751 1632 6.7 4 -J-119
3396 M 2.3 1 1643 1639 6.7 4 -4
3995 A1 2.5 1 3347 3369 4 2 3 22
4Q938 /II, 75 , . ;1 -, 1673 1669 4.9 4 -
4039 I1 50 2 1660 1625 4.9 4
4278 HI 40 2 624 700 0.6 1
4283 1H 65 1 1071 1150 0.2 1 79,
4485 H - - 625 568 1.0 1 -7,
4490 H 50 2 625 723 1.0 1 9$
4567 AI 1.9 1 2284 2087 1.8 3 -197
4568 M 1.8 1 2413 2069 1.8 3 -344
4647,V! { 18t 2.0 1 . 1448 1340,, ,04,4, .08
46,J9, 1. 1.4, 1 1244 855 Q.6 ' 1 -389

; 49i II 50 1 1389 855 0.6 1 -53A4
'-5194 - '35 2 43&8 406 1.6 41
jl195, H 35 3 42, 550 1.5; 1

were computed. Each squared difference (V, -Vp)2, was weighted by the
factor WMWP/(WM + Wp AMI/cr2), where Wp is, the weight for V from table V,
and the factor Ap/ac = 10800/9100 = 1.19 adjusts the weights to the scale of
op. Similarly, each (VH - Vp)2 was weighted by $900/(e2 + 8900/Wp), where e
is Humason's estimated error, and 8900 = 10800/(1.1)2 adjusts the weights to
the Wale ,of . Th}e variance of these differences ,.W(V - VP)2/(n -J), iS
close to"!2oP, -confirmJng the consistency, f theOW estinted, etrgQrs.
The weights (relative to z,90 .km,sec) of eaeih individual velocity -deter-

rnantioi by MayaIlland- Humasn are combined to give the weight of.ecl .dif-
,erenOee 4 V=!- Vi - Vii,

(,6).:w.w2 ;
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and in the cases of two determinations these weights were applied tq tam a
weighted mean. The data for 42 pure pairs are presented in table II-and for
24 multiple systems in table IV.
Only 52 of these 66 systems can be used in equati i(85), (36), (47),!and (48),

however. In the other 14 sy*rGna iQa*gantity SV is so small that a = GbPV/h X
10-i is less than the lower lijiit of r in equs n,n -is, (104/St) + 0.19
is greater than 4.75, and the projected separation a is less than 0.028 r,= 1.3 X
109 a.u. = 6400 psc, which is smaller than the average diameter of-a,galaxy.
Projected separations as smalltas this cannot include random 0, 4' the two
galaxies must be one behind the -other, 'orr th ave5rage, or elsd' onie flside the
other. The 14 systems pliminated from consideration because a is Itoo small
(SV < 2200) are listed in the second part of table II. -

4X

7. Results for the circular-orbit model

The least squares solutions foz ldidM/hL, from equations (35),p (4),
are given for all 52 systems in the ffst line of table VIII. The root m¢an'sq e

TABLE-~VIU .j_,. TABLI'>WI,I-, JA! r: i3 - O2

AVERA4 MASS DETERMINATION, DOUBLE GALAXIES

Set n kAhM h0, (M) 1
~~* (s. ~~~~1010 1010 hl --, 1& '

All systems 52 16 30.8 10.5 12. 12.2
Pure pairs only 33 66 26.3 14.2 8.7 14.4
WA > 0.5 only 41 ' 90 2&- ,8.9 11.' 8.3

Spirals and Irr. only E 17 36 4.22 3.9 0(I I 1.7
Pure pairs only 10 20 2.42 2.3 0.2i 0.32

,'1WA > 0.5 only 14 30 2IP' 1.5 0. 0.35

El1lipticals and4O only 18. 37 66.0 27. 101. 72.
Pure pairs onlv A 13 27 63.5 38. 97. " 98.
IV>A-0.5D:o n f*; 13 27 59.3 15. 94. 38.

Mixed systems 17 40 31.8 18. 48.5 25.
Pure pairs only 10 20 27.6 23. 42.5 35.
W, > 0..conly . 14 8,i jt3: 19.,: 4.5 28.

Ellipticals, SO, ,nd tixed 27l 42 63:1 i 232'
(WA> 0.5 l) ,

errors of thee, deterxination, .4r, q,ion ( nd ,,ijfrom equation
(48), are of the same order as! thwiqiuntity determined, which is not surprising
in view of the large observational errors in AV and the fact that, at each projected
separation, a = 60SV/h X 10-4, the random orientation described by c0 and ?'
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15 -

+(NGC 5257-8)

(NGC 4485 -90)
SPIRALS, IRR +

5 _

x + M 2\x\°
+

+ lo
z 0

-

0
o x + x
K xI

O 200 (NGC 4782 - 3)

., 150 ELLIPTICALS, SO
Iz0

100 _ 1

50

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
104/SV + 0.19

FIGURE 3

The regression Yi MAi for spirals and Irr, and for ellipticals and SO.
The crosses and circled crosses refer to pure pairs only;

the x's and circled x's to multiple systems. The dashed lines
represent the least squares solutions for all systems of weight
WA > 0.5; points of lower weight are not shown. Values of M

are given in solar units. Points to the right of (104/SV) + 0.19 = 4.75,
corresponding to the lower limit of the projected separation, a,
are omitted from the least squares solution. Note the difference

in scales of the ordinate.
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will produce a spread in AV from AV = 0 to AV = v, its theoretical maximum.
The evidence for dispersion in M and M/L will be discussed later.
The second line of table VIII gives the least squares solutions for 33 pure

pairs only and the third line for 41 systems (including 13 multiple systems), ex-
cluding values for 11 systems of low weight, WA. The fact that these three solu-
tions do not differ significantly is evidence that the multiple systems included
can be treated as pairs; that is, equations (14) and (28) apply to a fair approxima-
tion. The exclusion of low-weight data reduces the uncertainty in M and M/L
in a satisfactory way, showing that the estimates of WA are reasonably consistent.

In the previous study [1] evidence was adduced for a bimodal distribution of
M, with the "heavy weights" roughly 30 times as massive as "light weights."
M. Schwarzschild [10] later noted that the systems containing elliptical and SO
galaxies are the heavyweights; spiral and irregular galaxies, the lightweights.
Dividing the present data, therefore, into three groups, solutions were made for
hM and M/hL for (a) 17 systems containing spirals and Irr. types only, (b) 18
systems containing elliptical and SO types only, and (c) 17 mixed systems.
The present results, given in table VIII, clearly confirm the previous conclu-

sion; using the 14 observations of weight, WA > 0.5, hMs = (2.1 + 1.5) X 1010
and (13 observations) hMI = (59.3 i 15.) X 1010, about 30 times larger. The
regressions_are plotted separately in figure 3. The fact that both aoIM and
oYM/L/(M/L) remain about the same justifies, to some extent, this division of the
observational material. Further justification is found when the 27 ellipticals, SO,
and mixed systems are treated as if the only mass were that of elliptical and
SO types; that is, by replacing NMV by NEMTE (neglecting Ms) in equation (38)
and solving for hME. The result given in the last line of table VIII corroborates
hM!-E = 60 X 1010, whereas the mean hM (and M/hL) for the mixed systems
was significantly smaller, between the means hMs and hMR& (Ms/hLs and
ME/hLr). If Mls were included as ME/30 in this treatment of mixed pairs, the
agreement would be even closer.
The mean ratios, Ms/hLs and MBE hLo, show an even greater difference, the

former being considerably lower than expected for spirals with nuclei of popula-
tion II stars, or even for irregulars with population I stars only, and the latter
being higher than expected for systems of stars of population II without an
admixture of nonluminous matter. An adjustment of h will of course change
both determinations in the same direction; however, these results may indicate
that h must be increased to 2 (H = 200 km/sec/megaparsec), and that the
elliptical galaxies contain a large portion of nonluminous matter (5 or 10 times
the mass of luminous stars).
The regressions of Zi on Ci are plotted in figure 4 for spirals and ellipticals

separately. Although, in each case, one or two points seem to determine the
solution, the weighting factor WA/Ci in fact reduces the effect, and solutions
omitting these points are changed only to M/hL = 0.6 zt 0.6 for spirals, 93 i 45
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thti6 sample sizes to 14 systems of spirals and 13 systehfis of ellipticals, too- 4hagll
to justify the application of the complex formula for -M.(A trial withAthe present
daft, yielded slightly negative values of rv-ior the 14 siystems;ofspiralsad the
13 systems of ellipticals;)

8. Validity of the results and alternative interpretations

The four paJor.ssunnptions upderly4ng the circ4,-orbii nmo. ar
(a) tid,l effects are negligible in the dyi,amica1 system of twa, g,laxies moving

in closed orbits;-
(b) there is no correlation between the mass of a sys,t J\Vand it P'4ysical

separation r;
(c) the density of intergalactic mnatte is zero-;
(d) the orbits of double galaxies are closed and circular.
In addition, the significance of the results depend on whether the double

galaxies-more properly, this particular set of double galaxies-are representa-
tive of field galaxies, or average galAxies in fthe observable universe. A detailed
discussion of selection is beyond the scope of this paper, but it is clear that the
gAd;Pa5xie f6r whidh spectra are available 'arie selcteidi for'high 'sdifmce btigh&iiess.
This is reflected iii the fact that Irr. ;types)of low,Surfae) brightne$g aM lhuicst
lacking from the sample (table IX). In general, howepver, Holmberg's catalogue

TABLE IX

TYPES OF GALAXIES IN THE SAMPLE

;,,. .,1:!. ! kAiudirg 14 'sy9rteins with toO smiall ptidekted2seiiaiiiti&i .-: j,d'~~~~~~~ '-i: '/!lest S iiTjl!1{ I-i

Set E SO S Irr. Unknown Total

All 41 20 51 2 2 116
Pure pairs 24 12 28 1 1 66
WA >0.5 29 15' " 43 '! 2 90

[7]Aho*S that tei d6giaeMai6is dppear. to be fairlyp'sim1irnto the ifi6ldgalaxies
i4i ktheir mcfrpho1otichl types and siz.'. T1 effeot, of selebtivg brighten thah
average ptitg(l-ttb*iyMA& lk, to'CighaA b96t4tUtet ilfi!.]X)fi# ;

'TidaIdeft'ee~s, *Wtle xn1dbAhtMlYzV441ent-probWy en6nntt a6butit fortrfIiiajor
errbr-hVM i AAelye-ey iaid effbt, pribably oSeerug, u*tild- em' ib be
8ptlWititrbita t*ekO6ties, AI,hit odubed-tby largo i4dernAl notioJiesh each gingle

pendit-iZk-if* rihn1nisih o forta of th&edouble g0lmtsgi tlhi4 aogi-
*bilI%j* Kexlsf itt'M' d esin1rg miWhich icaee qu tiz1 (16), oe t d,
64 mtlAoW!4(18) ivAkid-phil l, iFor iiitanf, it' ffhight ibe that the&pisss >f
fontatibil of' the doibl4 JhlhWe;resflts in 'ilhge imasses att i)ajr gparWtions
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so that, for a given M, we have E[(AV0)2] decreasing less rapidly with r than
predicted by equation (28), and BI is an underestimate.

Closely associated with this correlation is the case of an intergalactic density
pi such that the mass included within an orbit of radius r is

(57) Ml =
4

7rpir3 + NM.

The effect of this correlation would also be to increase AV0 for large r, given M,
or to reduce the slope of the regression Yi on Ai, equation (30), yielding too low
an estimate of M. This might possibly account for the low value of Ms.

If the density pi is uniform, equation (14) is changed by substituting equation
(57), and equation (28) becomes

(58) Ef(AV)2Jaj - = (9.487r)2 [NM I1 + 2irl2WA ~~2 alo 3pa

or

(59) Yi = A iM + (9.487r)2 3- p,a'.

The slope of this curve near Ai = 1.2 X 10-7, or a = 3 X 109/h a.u. has been
called M. Therefore, using the approximation of equation (29),

dY A =-T 4 7rpla3(60)M dA 3 0.4N/2
=M -10.5p1a3, N = 2.

Thus, if the true average mass of a galaxy M1 differs from the estimate M' (in
suns), the intergalactic density must be

(61) 10.5 suns/(a.u.)3

= 2.1 X 10-N h(M -SM)gm/cm3,
and any significant correction to M (by, say, 1010 suns) would require an inter-
galactic density of 10-26gm/cms or more. And if the spirals were not really of
lesser mass than the ellipticals, M - 2 (60 . 2) X 1010/h and pi * . 1.2 X
10-24gm/cm3, a density comparable to the internal densities of spirals.

It seems highly unlikely that PI can change M by more than a factor of two.
The assumption of closed, circular orbits has already been discussed in

section 2. However, in addition to the possibility that they are in hyperbolic
orbits due to chance passages, there is the possibility, suggested by the work of
Ambartzumian [5] and the Burbidges [6], that the double galaxies have positive
energy and are flying apart due to some unspecified "explosion." It is difficult
to imagine a mechanism whereby this could occur. The energy required to
accelerate 1010 suns = 2 X 1043 gm to a speed of 100 km/sec is 1069 ergs-more
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than that available from the complete conversion of an average star's mass to
energy. Moreover, there are two further difficulties: how a galaxy can be
"pushed," and how the push can be directed so as to split a protogalaxy into two
parts. However, it may be worthwhile to examine the consequences of the ex-
treme case, radial motion, as such consequences might be used to interpret the
motions of double galaxies.

D
~~~~Ml

0 s a

I __
AV

FIGURE .5

Radial-motion model.
The galaxies Ml and M2, separated by r astronomical

units, are seen from 0 at distance Dp parsecs. The relative
velocity, v, is parallel to r in this case.

The geometry of this radial-motion model is illustrated in figure 5. As before,

(62) a = r cos4
but, in contrast to equation (13),
(63) V = 4.74v sin 4

and, in contrast to equation (14),

(64) V2 = 4w2 (2NM + D

where D, related to the total energy per unit mass, is greater than zero if the
double galaxies are unstable, and may have a spectrum of values if explosions
of various sizes account for their origin. Equation (20) takes the form

(65) E{(AVo)21a, M} = (9.487r)2 [2NM J12(a) + D I"
in which Holmberg's distribution, equation (2), has been used, assuming that
pr,m(r, M) = p,(r); that is, that pr(r) is independent of NM, and

(66) J KJ(a) _3 sin3a - sin a cos2a - acos3 a

(67) J2(a) 1 - sin a cosca -cos3 a log 1 + sin a
K 2- 2 co3lg Cosa

where Io is given by equation (21) as before, and cos a = a/rm. Over the range
0.03 _ a/rm _ 0.3 (in which most of the observations lie), the quantity J12/Io
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Geometrical integrals
[see equa4iopis (21) bo ~29) and (65) to (67)1.

vw,tiafly~o!as shown, by the following values (see, also, fgure 6):
eo8a ~0~05- 0.10 0.~5 0.50; 0.75

2 ()I0d) -!bO.22 O. 233- 0.1875: '-.1749 -1.8914

.. (a)yJka) = 4 /Q,3407, Q0183 ...9668, -3.9566

Assuming 'thati the tota~I' energy is near 0, then D 0 and equation (65)

02~~~~~)

(68) E_(AV);ja1 -' M}. (9.487. 2N ,-w ~~~~~~a

which is very similar to equation (28) for the circular-orbit case, using the
approximate equa!tion (29) but with

(69) ERMFIM Et{M;
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That is, as might be expected, the assutption QfiraAialpR Ptic,o.tioP wyld
approximately halve the mass estimates given in t4ble VIII.
Of course, D may differ from 0 or have a d$tribtionb epending on A, in

which case a nmore elaborate analysis may allow a test for circular versus radial
motion.

9. Summary

In summary, the available observatjons of 52 systems of double galaxies, ana-
lyzed statistically on the,- assumption th^;t they n-,y be represented as pqint
masses moving in randomly oriented circular orbits, yield estimates of the aver-
age mass and mass-luminositS5r,ration of a galaxy given in table VIII. These
estimates, although subjed\ t6 large 6rrors, are consistent among themselves,
but show a surpriEjnly 1arge difference between the group of 14 systems of
spirals and the groupi of-1 ,syste4is of pi0sub'sequent discussion is
intended to show that the estimates are not likey to be radically changed by
consideration of tidal effects or int.rg6 tic Latlria1; and that a statistical test
of the assumed circular orbits may be possible'.

?I;t ioiw plmqvrer lo ;acknowledge the helpful adviceofi P)r fepo Je+y Nnyi.

° °: ''1¢,; ''', e > °

-APPENDIX,.'oIuL,w FoIl. JT1 Il.1tNT Yr.W4N,i.r!) !

;The &verage nFs3j qf g g.d.y, assuming the circular-orbit model, ik'deItiinede~~~~~y,,4ssumingfhe~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~circular
from equation (30), K..
(76)1 F'

'i Sia *! T! , i1'1'.='MA,(~) ,
: -, "i ' ' q'/U

'ih,ie Y!Yjd aiaite ?1bEbivablesf a is veiyneyrJy Xaet, Vi P (MY, r
'iand4-A' is -a-normtai random vatiable 1with' ihean;AV6 iand variance ,d/iW. The
-weight WA refers to-an observation of AV; the wiei'ghts' 6f thi'bibria&tion-equa-
tions above are, from equation' (34)1, '' '; ,r,, ; ;

1. ,' ; , ,f ,.. ,,. . ,, t3 .(71) w 1a

The function Ai(a) is given in-eoqatin (3Z) ,ndethe Iganst sqwaes sqtlon for
M'71is ~ ';:;',!.,',,,' ,,, ,,~~~~~~~~~~4io, !p the. 'eaXs5'.\8tt,z9,.;k.j>, qi,;_\,j,*F..9.1..v0.',i ..

(72) ,.- .)qd¾, ,' :

.witNh ian squ,rp error of the estimate given by eqatipn,(x).'
The inherent variance of M,0 deriveO

(73) aM =
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where SO is the sum of least squares aind
C2F

Q c2 + DC2+
C=_wiA= ,

D = -wjA2(B-Ai
B = (9 48r)23N2 I2

(74) F = Y-wi [1 _ wiA,A ] (Bi -A ),
1

R _wiAi_ 1 FEwiA3
WA WA(C2 + D)

1' //w i w2 2 F Ew2_A2
E' W2CWA C2+D W2

Ew,B(C2 - 2wA )
C2 + D

and all summations are from i = 1 to n, the number of observation equations.
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